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Abstract

In this paper, we first present a simulation-based eval-
uation of existing multipoint-to-point (mp-p) flow con-
trol schemes for ABR (Available Bit Rate) services in
ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) networks. The
evaluation shows that these schemes suffer from one
or more of the following problems: non-compliance
with the selected bandwidth allocation definition (BAD),
link under-utilization, and prolonged rate fluctuations.
Moreover, most of them implement only one BAD,
namely source-based allocation. We then propose a mp-
p flow control algorithm, the WSB (weighted-source-
based) algorithm, that is effective and supports a large
set of BADs. Experimental results are presented to
demonstrate the advantages of the WSB algorithm: cor-
rect rate allocations with fast convergence, maximum
link utilization, and minimal rate oscillations.

1 . Introduction

Multipoint (mp) communications support the exchange
of information among a set of participants in an effi-
cient manner. Multipoint communications encompass
an important class of applications whose examples are
tele-metering, synchronization of replicated databases,
audio/video conferencing, and distance education.

ABR is a best-effort service with no bandwidth guar-
antee, except a minimum cell rate. The bandwidth left
over after CBR (Constant Bit Rate) and VBR (Variable
Bit Rate) usage is divided evenly among ABR sources.
ABR traffic is regulated using explicit rate (ER) con-
trol [1].

Multipoint-to-multipoint flow control can be imple-
mented by combining point-to-multipoint and mp-p
control algorithms [5, 12, 14]. Although there exist
many mp-p flow control schemes [6, 9, 11, 12, 13], sev-
eral issues remain to be answered: bandwidth allocation
definitions (BADs), and the effectiveness and perfor-
mance of those schemes. BADs refer to criteria for allo-
cating ABR bandwidth among multipoint connections,
or between unicast (point-to-point) and multipoint con-

nections. Several BADs have been suggested for multi-
point communications [4, 9, 11]. However, researchers
have not yet agreed on which definitions are most suit-
able for ABR multipoint applications. Thus a mp-p flow
control scheme should support several BADs so that
switch vendors can configure their switches quickly and
easily according to clients’ requirements.

A mp-p flow control scheme iseffectiveif it allo-
cates ABR bandwidth to sources according to the se-
lected BAD and maximizes the utilization of ABR ca-
pacity. Desirable performance measures of a multipoint
flow control scheme are fast convergence and minimal
rate oscillations.

In this paper, we first present a simulation-based eval-
uation of existing mp-p flow control schemes. The eval-
uation shows that these schemes suffer from one or more
of the following problems: non-compliance with the se-
lected BAD, link under-utilization, and prolonged rate
fluctuations. Moreover, most of them implement only
source-based allocation. This inflexibility can limit the
application of those schemes. We then propose a mp-p
flow control algorithm, the WSB algorithm, that is effec-
tive and supports a large set of BADs. Experimental re-
sults are presented to demonstrate the advantages of the
WSB algorithm: correct rate allocations with fast con-
vergence, maximum link utilization, and minimal rate
oscillations.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summa-
rizes related work on BADs and ABR mp-p flow control.
Section 3 presents an evaluation of the rate calculation
algorithms implemented in existing mp-p flow control
schemes. The proposed WSB algorithm is described in
section 4, followed by simulation results. Section 5 con-
cludes the paper.

2 . Related Work

For unicast connections, the most commonly used BAD
is max-min “fairness” [7]. The BAD becomes more
complicated when mp connections are involved since
such a mp VC is shared by several sources. The sug-
gested BADs based on sources are:



Characteristic RSS MC NK Pao’s FJ WSB
Base unicast RCA (any) ERICA [8] FMMRA [3] ERICA ERICA ERICA
Multipoint RCA n/a using VC weights using source CCRs
Source-based x x x x x x
VC/source-based x x x
Weighted-source-based x x x

Table 1: Characteristics of the existing mp-p flow control algorithms

− Source-based[4]: divides ABR bandwidth on a link
evenly among activesourcessharing the link, ignoring
whether a source belongs to a unicast or a mp VC.
− VC/source-based[4]: first allocates the ABR band-
width evenly among the VCs, unicast or multipoint, and
then divides the allocated bandwidth of each VC evenly
among the activesourcesin the VC.
− Weighted-source-based[9]: requires every source to
be assigned a weight. The weight of any unicast source
is 1. The weight of a source of a mp connectioni is
wi, where0 < wi ≤ 1. For two different mp connec-
tionsi andj, we can havewi 6= wj . ABR bandwidth is
allocated to the sources proportionally to their weights.
Note that whenwi = 1, we have source-based alloca-
tion. Weighted-source-based definition provides a com-
promise between the above two extreme definitions.

There are also BADs based on flows [4, 11]. How-
ever, these BADs suffer from the beat-down problem:
the farther away a source from the destination in terms
of the number of merge points, the smaller the rate it is
allocated [4]. We thus do not consider BADs based on
flows in this paper.

Ren, Siu, and Suzuki propose a mp-p flow control
scheme [13], the RSS algorithm1, that supports only
source-based BAD. The authors did not provide a spe-
cific multipoint rate calculation algorithm (RCA), but
claimed that any unicast RCA can be applied directly
to their mp-p scheme without modifications. However,
if data forwarding uses VC merge [4] and the unicast
RCA uses per-source accounting (e.g., the ERICA al-
gorithm [8]), the mp-p algorithm will not allocate ABR
bandwidth correctly, as previously demonstrated by sim-
ulation results [9]. Renet al. also suggest a framework
for mp-mp flow control [14] that uses the RSS algo-
rithm. The resulting mp-mp scheme is thus not effective.

Cavendish and Gerla also propose a mp-mp flow con-
trol scheme [2], but do not address the mp-p case. A

1Named using the first letters of the authors’ last names. We will
use this naming convention throughout the paper to denote different
mp-p flow control schemes.

mp-mp connection withN members is implemented as
N p-mp connections, each having one sender andN −1
receivers. This scheme is thus not scalable asN grows.

Pao proposes a mp-mp flow control scheme [12] that
combines the p-mp flow control algorithm designed by
Fahmyet al. [5] and a mp-p algorithm. The proposed
mp-p RCA can be considered as the main contribution
of Pao’s paper, which will be evaluated in Section 3.

Other existing mp-p flow control schemes are the FJ
algorithm by Fahmy, Jain,et al. [6], the MC algorithm
by Moh and Chen [9], and the NK algorithm by Nguyen
and Katzela [11].

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the above
mp-p flow control schemes (excluding the scheme by
Cavendish and Gerla as it does not address the mp-p
case). The multipoint RCAs of these schemes are dis-
cussed and analyzed in the next section.

3 . Evaluation of Multipoint RCAs

To assess the effectiveness and performance of the mul-
tipoint RCAs, we have used simulation, a common
method for evaluating ATM protocols. We started with
the ATM network simulator version 4.1 developed by
the American National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology [10], and added code to implement the MC, FJ,
NK and Pao’s algorithms. We did not include the RSS
algorithm in the evaluation because it does not provide
a specific RCA. The performance of a RCA is evaluated
based on its convergence time, and rate oscillations dur-
ing the transient period as well as after convergence. We
use the ERICA algorithm as the base RCA because it is
well designed and documented, although any effective
unicast RCA can be used. The same base RCA is used
in all the mp-p flow control schemes to be evaluated in
order to make the comparison fair.

We use the configurations depicted in Figure 1 for
the evaluation. In Configuration 1, mp-p sourcesS1, S2,
S3 andS4 all send data to destinationD1234, while uni-
cast sourceSu sends to destinationDu. Configuration
2 is the same as Configuration 1, except that a unicast
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(a) Configuration 1 (b) Configuration 2

Figure 1: Configurations used for experiments

Configuration Multipoint source weight Su S1 S2 S3 S4 Sv

1 in Figure 1(a)
1.00 (source-based) 16.67 16.67 16.67 58.33 58.33
0.50 (VC/source-based) 25.00 12.50 12.50 62.50 62.50
0.75 20.00 15.00 15.00 60.00 60.00

2 in Figure 1(b)
1.00 (source-based) 16.67 16.67 16.67 38.88 38.88 38.88
0.50 (VC/source-based) 25.00 12.50 12.50 31.25 31.25 62.50
0.75 20.00 15.00 15.00 36.00 36.00 48.00

Table 2: Sources’ rates in Mbps

connection with sourceSv and destinationDv is added.
All the links have a capacity of 150 Mbps, except link
L1 whose capacity is 50 Mbps. The distance between
switches is 1000 km. Terminal-switch distance is 1km.
VC merge is simulated, and the packet size is 512 bytes.
The sources are persistent, and start sending data at the
same time with the same initial cell rate ICR = 25 Mbps,
unless otherwise stated. The duration of each experi-
ment is 1000 msec. Table 2 lists the sources’ rates for
both configurations using different BADs. In every ex-
periment, we recorded the ACRs of the sources and the
utilization of linksL2 andL3 (link L1 is 100% utilized
in all the experiments).

At a merge point of a mp-p VC (e.g., switchsw3), the
outgoing link carrying data of all the branches is called
themerged link(e.g., linkL3). A branch/VC that cannot
use up the bandwidth the switch offers due to a bottle-
neck elsewhere is called abottleneckedbranch/VC. Oth-
erwise, it is called anunconstrainedbranch/VC.

RCAs in mp-p flow control schemes can be divided
broadly into two groups: one uses VC weights, and the
other uses source CCRs (current cell rates).

3.1. RCAs Using VC Weights

The weight of any unicast VC is 1. The weightWk of a
mp VC k on a linkL is Wk = Nk × wk, wherewk is
the weight of a source of VCk, andNk is the number of
sources of VCk merging on linkL. The ERICA algo-

rithm is modified so that each VC is offered an amount
of bandwidth proportional to its weight [9, 11, 12]. If the
current switch is a merge point of the mp VC, the ER al-
located to the mp VC is then divided among the branches
merging at the switch. The division can be done using
branch weights [9, 11], aggregate CCRs of the branches,
or a combination of both [12].

Rate Division Using Branch Weights. The MC and
NK algorithms employ this method. The weight of a
branchj of a mp VCk is defined aswj,k = nj,k × wk,
wherenj,k is the number of sources merging on this
branch, andwk is the weight of sources of VCk. Each
branch is allocated an amount of bandwidth proportional
to its weights:branch ERj = V C ERk×wj,k/Wk. If
one of the branches at the merge point encounters a bot-
tleneck upstream, one of the following problems may re-
sult: (1) non-compliance with BAD, and (2) link under-
utilization.

The first problem occurs when the merged link is
shared by the mp VC and one or more unconstrained
VCs. In Figure 1(b), linkL3 is shared by the mp VC and
the unconstrained unicast VC(Sv, Dv). Assume source-
based allocation. The ACR graph in Figure 4(a) shows
that, the ARCs of sourcesS3, S4 andSv are 30, 30 and
56.67 Mbps respectively, while they each should have
got an equal rate of 38.88 Mbps according to source-
based BAD (see Table 2). SourcesS3 andS4 cannot use



up their shares of 38.88 Mbps because switchsw3 does
not know about the upstream bottleneck (linkL1) in or-
der to redistribute the unused bandwidth fromS1 andS2

to S3 andS4. The design of the RCA then allowsSv to
raise its rate in order to obtain an optimal load factor of
1 on link L3. Sv thus acquires a bigger share thanS3

andS4 onL3, violating source-based BAD.
When a merged link carries only multipoint VCs,

each of which has at least one bottlenecked branch (e.g.,
link L3 in Configuration 1, and the branch going to
switchsw2), the link may be under-utilized, even though
the ERs of the unconstrained branches (e.g., the branch
going to sourceS4) could be increased for higher uti-
lization. The following experiment, which uses Config-
uration 1 and source-based BAD, illustrates this prob-
lem. The ACR graph in Figure 4(b) indicates thatS3

andS4 transmit at 37.5 Mbps, while their ACRs would
have been 58.33 Mbps according to source-based allo-
cation (see Table 2). As a result, the utilization of link
L3 varies between 67% and 79% instead of being 100%
hadS3 andS4 been able to claim the unused bandwidth
of S1 and S2. Again, switchessw2 and sw3 are not
aware of the upstream bottleneck (linkL1) in order to
re-allocate the unused bandwidth fromS1 andS2 to S3

andS4.
The RCA by Pao [12] attempts to alleviate the prob-

lem of link under-utilization by dividing the bandwidth
at merge points using a combination of weights and ag-
gregate CCRs of the branches.

Rate Division Using Weights and Aggregate CCRs
of Branches. The aggregate CCR of a branch is
the sum of the CCRs of the sources (belonging to
the mp VC) whose traffic merging on this branch.
The ER of a branch is computed using two ER val-
ues: one proportional to the weight of the branch,
and the other, to the aggregate CCR of the branch, as
follows: branch ERj = V C ERk × (wj,k/Wk +
branch CCRj,k/V C CCRk)/2.

Our simulation results show that using both branch
weights and aggregate CCRs indeed helps improve link
utilization. However, it still does not ensure the max-
imum possible link utilization due to the partial use of
branch weights for dividing the VC ER. This is illus-
trated by the following experiment that was run on Con-
figuration 1 with source-based allocation. The ACR
graph in Figure 4(c) shows that the ACRs ofS3 andS4

vary around 49 Mbps and 46 Mbps respectively, while
they each should have been 58.33 Mbps. Consequently,
the utilization of link L3 concentrates in the range of
80% - 92%, instead of being 100%.

(a)
Upon receiving an FRM cell from
branch j of VC k:
/*updatereceived FRM [k][j] and max source CCR*/
received FRM [k][j] = true;
if (first FRM in this interval[k] == true){

ccr[k] = FRM.CCR;
first FRM in this interval[k] = false;

}
elseccr[k] = max(ccr[k], FRM.CCR);
Forward the FRM cell downstream to next switch;

(b)
Upon receiving a BRM cell from VC k:
/* calculate source ER */
1: if (load factor > 1 + δ)
2: er calculated = ccr[k]/load factor;
3: elseer calculated = max (ccr[k]/load factor,
4: max ER previous interval);
5: er calculated=min(er calculated,ABR capacity);
6: max ER current interval =
7: max(max ER current interval, er calculated);
8: er calculated = min (BRM.ER,er calculated);
9: GenerateBRMs(k, er calculated);

(c)
GenerateBRMs(k, er calculated) {
for every branchj of VC k

if (received FRM [k][j]) {
Generate a BRM cell;
Copy the fields from the original BRM cell;
BRMj .ER =er calculated;
Send the new BRM cell upstream along branchj;

}
}
(d)
At the end of every measurement interval:
RecalculateABR target capacity andinput rate
(refer to reference [8]);
load factor = input rate/ABR target capacity;
max ER previous interval =

(1 − α) × max ER current interval
+α × max ER previous interval;

max ER current interval = 0;
for every VCi

first FRM in this interval[i] = true;
/* Note: recommended value ofδ is 0.1;
recommended value ofα is 0.1 [6] */

Figure 2: The FJ rate calculation algorithm [6]



An interesting question to be explored
is whether the use of aggregate CCRs of
branches alone: branch ERj = V C ERk ×
branch CCRj,k/V C CCRk would be an effective
method for dividing VC ERs at merge points. We
implemented this method, and simulated source-based
allocation on Configuration 1. The results given in
Figure 4(d) show that linkL3 is indeed fully utilized,
at 100%. Nonetheless, the rate allocation is no longer
source-based correct:Su gets a higher rate thanS1 and
S2 on link L1. Note also that source’s rates continue to
fluctuate after the transient period.

3.2. RCA Using Source CCRs

The FJ algorithm uses this method, and supports only
source-based BAD [6]. The algorithm is outlined in Fig-
ure 2. For every output linkL, the switch maintains
the maximum source CCR of every VC (carried in FRM
cells), and the maximum ER allocated in the previous in-
terval,max ER previous interval. Depending on the
current value of the load factor on linkL, every source
must scale up or down its CCR by the load factor in
order to maintain an optimal load of 1 on the link (Fig-
ure 2(b), lines 1−3). In addition, if the load factor is
less than1 + δ (underload), a source can raise its rate
to max ER previous interval (lines 3−4) to be able
to catch up with the source having the highest rate. The
value ofmax ER previous interval thus serves as a
“reference point” for sources to aim at.

Simulation results show that this approach allows for
maximum link utilization, and correct source-based al-
location. One such set of simulation results is depicted
by the graphs in Figure 5(a), which was obtained from
running the FJ algorithm on Configuration 1. We can see
that the source ACRs are calculated correctly according
to source-based BAD; the utilization of linkL3 is 100%.

However, the above graphs reveal one drawback of
the FJ algorithm: there is too much rate oscillation dur-
ing the transient period, which results in slow conver-
gence. Also, the application of the FJ algorithm may be
limited as it supports only source-based BAD. We pro-
pose an effective RCA, the WSB algorithm, that sup-
ports weighted-source based BAD, which as a result
covers both source-based and VC/source-based alloca-
tions, depending how we assign weights to multipoint
sources.

4 . The WSB Algorithm

Following are the reasons for much rate oscillation in the
FJ algorithm. First, the ER of a VC is calculated several

times while the load factor is calculated only onceper
measurement interval. If the load factor is not exactly
1, the ER will keep increasing or decreasing during that
interval, causing unnecessary oscillations in the subse-
quent interval. Second, an FRM cell of a lower-rate
source arrives at a switch as the first FRM cell of the
current interval (Figure 2(a)). This causes the ERs of
higher-rate sources of the mp VC to be calculated based
on the low CCR value, and thus affects the load factor.

(a)
Upon receiving an FRM from branch j of VC k:
1: received FRM [k][j] = true;
2: if (first FRM in this interval[k] == true)
3: if (FRM count[k] < max count[k]) {
4: temp ccr[k] = max(temp ccr[k], FRM.CCR);
5: FRM count[k] = FRM count[k] + 1;
6: } else{
7: ccr[k] = max(temp ccr[k], FRM.CCR);
8: first FRM in this interval[k] = false;
9: }
10: elseccr[k] = max(ccr[k], FRM.CCR);
11: Forward the FRM cell downstream to next switch;
(b)
Upon receiving a BRM cell from VC k:
1: if (seen BRM in this interval[k])
2: er calculated = last calculated ER[k];
3: else{
4: if (load factor > 1 + δ)
5: er calculated = ccr[k]/load factor;
6: elseer calculated = max (ccr[k]/load factor,
7: max ER previous interval*source weight[k]);
8: er calculated=min(er calculated,ABR capacity);
9: max ER current interval =
10: max (max ER current interval,
11: er calculated/source weight[k]);
12: /*Only one feedback per measurement interval*/
13: last calculated ER[k] = er calculated;
14: seen BRM in this interval[k] = true;
15: }
16: er calculated = min (BRM.ER,er calculated);
17: GenerateBRMs(k, er calculated);
/* Note: seen BRM in this interval[k] is reset to
false andFRM count[k] is reset to 0 at the end of every
measurement interval (Figure 2(d)).*/

Figure 3: The WSB rate calculation algorithm

Following are the solutions to the above problems.
First, a switch computesonly oneER feedback value



per VC per measurement interval (Figure 3(b), lines
1−3). Second, a switch collects a few FRM cells at
the beginning of a new interval, before setting vari-
able ccr[k] (Figure 3(a), lines 3−5). This helps min-
imize the chances of assigning a lower CCR value to
ccr[k] and subsequently using it for ER calculation, be-
cause higher-rate sources generate FRM cells more fre-
quently than lower-rate sources [1]. In our experiments,
max count[k] = Nk, the number of sources of VCk
merging on the link. IfNk ≥ 5, max count[k] = 5.

We employed the idea of a “reference point” to
support multipoint sources with weights, i.e., to sup-
port different BADs. Since sources of different mul-
tipoint VCs carry different weights, their ERs should
not be used asmax ER previous interval, the “ref-
erence point”. Instead, ERs of unicast VCs are consid-
ered, because all unicast sources have the same weight
of 1. Switch variablesmax ER previous interval
and max ER current interval of every output port
are maintained with respect to unicast sources. When
the ER of a mp source is calculated, variable
max ER previous interval is scaled by the weight
of the source recorded in variablesource weight[k], as
shown in Figure 3(b), lines 7 and 11.

We conducted several experiments on mp-p groups
of 3-15 sources to evaluate the effectiveness and per-
formance of the WSB algorithm. Figures 5(b), (c) and
(d) show the results of a set of experiments performed
on Configurations 1 and 2. Note that in Figures 5(d)
the ICR of the sources is set to 120 Mbps to test how
well the algorithm adapts to high traffic demands. The
ACR graphs show that the sources’ rates are allocated
properly according to each BAD as listed in Table 2; the
convergence is fast in all cases, under moderate or heavy
traffic, and there are no noticeable rate oscillations after
convergence. The utilization ofL3 is 100% in all cases.

5 . Conclusion

Multipoint-to-point flow control is essential to imple-
ment an effective mp-mp algorithm. We conducted an
evaluation of existing ABR mp-p flow control schemes.
Experiments show that RCAs based on aggregate data
such as VC/branch weights and/or VC/branch CCRs
suffer from the problems of non-compliance with the se-
lected BAD or link under-utilization in many cases. We
propose an effective RCA based on source CCRs, the
WSB algorithm, that allows for maximum link utiliza-
tion and fast convergence with minimal rate oscillations,
as confirmed by simulation results. It is easy to extend
the WSB algorithm into a mp-mp flow control scheme
by combining it with an effective p-mp algorithm [5].
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(a) Division using only branch weights: non-compliance with BAD (Configuration 2)
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(b) Division using only branch weights: link under-utilization (Configuration 1)
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(c) Pao’s algorithm: division using both weights and aggregate CCRs of branches (Configuration 1)
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(d) Division using only aggregate CCRs of branches (Configuration 1)

Figure 4: Simulation results for RCAs using VC weights
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(a) FJ algorithm, Configuration 1, source-based BAD, ICR = 25Mbps
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(b) WSB algorithm, Configuration 1, source-based BAD, ICR = 25 Mbps
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(c) WSB algorithm, Configuration 2, VC/source-based BAD, ICR = 25 Mbps
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(d) WSB algorithm, Configuration 2, WSB BAD with mp-p source weight of 0.75, ICR = 120 Mbps

Figure 5: Simulation results for FJ and WSB algorithms


